The PARVEEN Model BKR Lite Bridge Plug is a wireline set, medium pressure plug constructed of drillable cast-iron that uses Bolt, Elder or Baker K-1 type setting sleeves, no tension mandrel is required. It can be set on any Baker type wireline pressure setting tool or pipe/coil tubing with an PARVEEN Hydraulic Setting Tool. This plug will not vent gas pressure prior to plug moving unless provisions are made. Available in 4-1/2” thru 13-3/8” casing sizes.

The PARVEEN Model BKR-1 Premium Bridge Plug is a wireline set, high pressure plug constructed of drillable cast-iron that uses Bolt, Elder or Baker K-1 type setting sleeves and tension mandrels. It has a Model BKR Cement Retainer body and a BKR-1 Bridge Plug bottom. It can be set on any Baker Wireline Pressure Setting Tool or on pipe/coil tubing with an PARVEEN Hydraulic Setting Tool. It can also be converted and run on a Baker K-1 Mechanical Setting Tool. This plug will not vent gas pressure prior to plug moving unless provisions are made. Available in 4-1/2” thru 13-3/8” casing sizes.

The PARVEEN Model BKR-1 Lite Bridge Plug is a wireline set, medium pressure plug constructed of drillable cast-iron that uses Bolt, Elder or Baker K-1 type setting sleeves and tension mandrels. It has a Model BKR Cement Retainer body and a BKR-1 Bridge Plug bottom. It can be set on any Baker Wireline Pressure Setting Tool or on pipe/coil tubing with an PARVEEN Hydraulic Setting Tool. This plug will not vent gas pressure prior to plug moving unless provisions are made. Available in 4-1/2” thru 13-3/8” casing sizes.

The PARVEEN Model A Premium Bridge Plug is a wireline set, high pressure plug constructed of drillable cast-iron that uses Alpha Big Boy setting sleeves and adapter rods. It can be set on any GO or Baker type wireline pressure setting tool or pipe/coil tubing with an PARVEEN Hydraulic Setting Tool. The upper slips remain in the set position during the drilling operation to allow gas pressure to equalize. Available in 2-3/8” thru 20” tubing/casing sizes.

The PARVEEN Model A Lite Bridge Plug is a wireline set, medium pressure plug constructed of drillable cast-iron that uses Alpha Big Boy setting sleeves and adapter rods. It can be set on any GO or Baker type wireline pressure setting tool or pipe/coil tubing with an PARVEEN Hydraulic Setting Tool. The upper slips remain in the set position during the drilling operation to allow gas pressure to equalize. Available in 2-3/8” thru 7” tubing/casing sizes.

The PARVEEN Model BKR Premium Bridge Plug is a wireline set, high pressure plug constructed of drillable cast-iron that uses Bolt, Elder or Baker K-1 type setting sleeves, no tension mandrel is required. It can be set on any Baker type wireline pressure setting tool or pipe/coil tubing with an PARVEEN Hydraulic Setting Tool. This plug will not vent gas pressure prior to plug moving unless provisions are made. Available in 4-1/2” thru 13-3/8” casing sizes.